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Exhibition Report: Core Sample Temporary Exposure

10th - 18th November, 2018

Artist: Gail Dickerson

By: Diana Clements

Gail’s Core Sample project
chosen area. Both these sites
began with a core of London
provide some of the best
Clay that she had acquired
exposures of the geology
from Glasshill Street, SE1. She
within the Greater London
used part of it as a pigment for
Area. Liam Gallagher (our GA
her artworks by grinding up
Magazine editor) led the
the clay and applying it using
Geoconservation
Day
to
different
techniques.
The
Riddlesdown and explained the
sample inspired her to find out
geology to the group.
more about the local geology
Gail’s studio is in Elephant &
and the idea for an eventual
Castle and was adjacent to a
exhibition was sown. During
large building site; Elephant
2017 Gail Dickerson wrote to
Park, which gave her an
the Geologists’ Association
opportunity to photograph the
looking for someone to write
demolition
of
previous
geological poems and help with
buildings and observe what lay
the geology around Elephant
beneath.
She
gathered
and Castle.
together the various layers
We are fortunate that the GA
from around the area to
has a geological poet, Barbara
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uppermost
Cumbers, on Council and so
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Figure 1. Geoconservation Day in Riddlesdown
to Gail who had joined the GA Quarry, Croydon in September 2017. Liam Gallagher Ground of concrete rubble and
explains the geology
and
become
a
regular
bricks. All of these materials
attendee at our talks. We could
are included in her artworks to
also help her with the geology of Elephant & Castle by great effect.
introducing her to members of the London Geodiversity
It was the peat in the Rockingham Anomaly that drew the
Partnership (LGP), including myself, who specialise in interest of the London Geodiversity Partnership and Gail was
identifying and interpreting London geology. As it happened, very keen to collect a sample to include in her artworks.
Elephant & Castle was on the list of
sites to be investigated. The
Rockingham
Anomaly
at
the
‘Elephant’ had been brought to our
attention by the London Borough of
Southwark as a possible site of some
geological importance. We had
independently noted the curious
patch of peat very close to the
shopping centre while trying to
research the anomalous ‘River’
Neckinger.
Gail threw herself into her
geological research by coming out
on excursions both with the GA and
the LGP and helping with the LGP
Geoconservation Days. She was able
to collect samples to expand her
palette of pigments for her artworks.
She collected chalk from the big
quarry at Riddlesdown and Thanet
Sands and Lambeth Group sands
and clays from the Woolwich,
Reading and Upnor beds from
Figure 2: Cross-section of the Rockingham Anomaly, executed by Mike
Gilbert’s Pit, Charlton, providing a
Hacker from the original drawing by Paul Rainey and printed for the Core
Sample Exhibition by GiGL (Greenspace Information for Greater London)
variety of colours which are present
at depth beneath the streets of her
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Figure 3: Geology of the Elephant & Castle showing the Rockingham Anomaly and line of section. Samples
were collected by Gail at the starred sites.
She persuaded us to auger for it in the grounds of a we were all much relieved. LGP took a small sample and Gail
housing estate constructed entirely within the sunken area took enough for her artworks.
defined by the compacting peat. We went out to reconnoitre,
Over lunch Gail outlined the idea of holding an exhibition on
helped by the notes provided
the project at the local
by one of our number, Paul
Newington Gallery and told us
Rainey, including a crossshe would like to include a
section drawn from publicly
display
about
the
local
obtainable borehole data.
geology. She planned a book
One of our members owns a
to accompany the exhibition
small hand auger; Gail chose
featuring her artworks and
a suitable spot and eventually
including photographs of the
succeeded in acquiring the
local excavations and the
relevant permissions for us to
poems written by Barbara
attempt to reach the peat.
Cumbers and a local historian,
Alarmingly we kept hitting
Anna Robinson.
masonry and a look at the old
The exhibition took place
maps
provided
by
Paul
between the 10th and 18th of
showed that there used to be
November 2018. Gail invited
a row of houses on this spot.
LGP to talk about the geology
Undaunted we kept augering.
at the launch and the
The position chosen lay above
exhibition finished with a
the main sewage drain in the
poetry reading from Barbara
area and there was a moment
and Anna. It was a really
of anxiety that we were
interesting exhibition in a
drilling through that but
lovely space that worked well
before we could calculate the
for Gail’s large canvases. The
depth of the sewer we hit peat
poems were interspersed with
at nearly two metres depth. It
the artworks.
Figure 4: Gail auguering for Peat under the
was a euphoric moment and
Rockingham Estate in November 2017
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She had a couple of floor exhibits, one
on the ingredients of concrete, another
with cut around ‘paintings’ with the
rock (earth) pigments mixed with
comments from an earlier street
project on the locality. Visitors were
invited to add their own reflections.
LGP were allocated a space where we
displayed posters of the local geology
and
the
cross-section
of
the
Rockingham Anomaly. We used the
samples collected by Gail for handling
samples and a mock-up core of a
borehole at Elephant & Castle that Gail
had found, appropriately scaled to fit
into an Ikea glass jar only 68 cm tall.
The latter was a real challenge and
ended up a bit wonky but it got the
point across. The backdrop to the LGP
exhibit was three small artworks using
peat from the Rockingham Anomaly.
Figure 5: Pictures from the Exhibition: Gail’s artworks, including the
We do congratulate Gail on her project
much-admired Rivers Diversion (centre) and floor work Thought
and the success of the exhibition and
Fragments: London earth pigments and people’s thoughts on paper
hope that her interest in geology will
continue and she will be able to use it
Castle.
in other projects. In the meantime her artworks can be A project by Gail Dickerson, Barbara Cumbers and Anna
viewed on her website where you can also purchase the Robinson, 2018. £10. Details on the website. Available either
accompanying book with the poems.
through the website or from Barbara Cumbers who can bring
Website: https://gaildickerson.com/ for images of Gail’s work copies
to
Burlington
House.
Contact
her
via
and photographs from the Exhibition.
awards@geologistsassociation.org.uk.
Book: Core Sample: Layers of London and the Elephant &

Colours of London

run-off has bubbled,
transparent. Earth colours

Sediment carried by ﬂuid

contour the dark of hills

rolls downslope around pebbles
over small imperfections, settles

that streets ﬂow round —
lines of pinprick light

and dries in washes

to ﬁll the valleys.

of layers under London —
clay, silt and sand,

white streaks of chalk,

By: Barbara Cumbers

its coccoliths and foraminifera.
Here and there, dendritic
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